FORMULATION AND VALIDITY OF AN EQUIVALENT PHOTON APPROXIMATION IN THE TWO-PHOTON EXCHANGE MECHANISM
Abstract. - An equivalent photon approximation is studied for the two-photon exchange mechanism in the inelastic Bhabha scattering e+ e-+ e+ e-+ r particular cases of final state r are considered : r = p+ p-; r = nu, tl, 7'.
We present here a version of the equivalent photon approximation for the two-photon mechanism in inelastic Bhabha scattering and discuss its validity. because of an overall symmetry around the incident axis of the beams. The structure functions depending only on 3 variables, the dependence of the cross section on the remaining 2 variables is known as a consequence of the two photon exchange approximation and is completely contained in the functions K j , , . . Then, integrating analytically over these two variables, d 3a we have computed exactly Then the integration over y: and y: can be done in a model independent way and we get :
As b) To test the validity of this approximation we have computed in a complete way the fixed W 2 and the total cross-sections 121. The remaining contribution has been divided into two parts : one which involves the collision of a real photon and a virtual one and the other which involves the collision of two virtual photons. The two contributions to do/dW2 are respectively of the type :
As a result we see that f l ( W 2 / s ) and the two first terms of expansion (6) of f3(W2/s) are model independent. Let us notice that all these model independent terms can be obtained using the following equivalent twophoton spectrum :
The argument of the logarithms (EW/mw) is very similar to that of original Williams' spectrum [5]. Moreover, the function f2(W2/s) can also be obtained using the more complete spectrum :
with ol w, = W 2 where This spectrum (7) is Lorentz invariant and is the result of the use of an equivalent photon method in electroproduction when the mass of the target is small as compared to W.
Let us notice the difference with the Dalitz and Yennie's spectrum [ 3) Some applications of these calculations have been investigated in order to test numerically this equivalent photon approximation [2] .
a) The first one concerns the p + p-production where the quantum electrodynamics gives us a model for an exact and complete calculation. In this case the quasi-real photon approximation defined above works very well : the difference with the complete total cross section is at most -2 %. Comparison with previous calculations of the total cross section of Brodsky, Kinoshita and Terazawa [9] and Baler and Fadin [8] has been done [2] .
b) The second application concerns the production of pseudoscalar meson r = no, 11, q'. A vector meson dominance type model has been used with one parameter A in order to describe the variation of the amplitude with q: and q:. It appears that the nearer the masses A of the cut-off and of the produced meson are, the better our equivalent photon approximation is.
For no production the approximation gives 314 of the cross section for A of the order of the p meson mass (Fig. 2) .
In the case of q and q' production the approximation as a function of E = $ , /s : the curve in full line is ourequivalent photon approximation a , , the other curves are the preOur agree with the cOmputa-diction of our complete calculation for different values of A. tions of Brodsky, Kinoshita and Terazawa [9] .
We use the value r ( n o + yy) = 7.7 eV (ref.
[lo]).
